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placed beloW the upwardly biased and tiltable keys. Pushing
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a key on a right side or left side mates different pairs of
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contacts and contact pads generating different characters for input to a cellular phone or small computer. Pushing the key in the center Will generate a third character by mating both
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pads and tilt to a variety of positions to mate the respective contacts With contact pads. Consequently, one depression of a key enables any one of a plurality of characters assigned thereto to be inputted Which is effective in accelerating a



more than tWo contacts mating With more than tWo contact
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KEYPAD APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR INPUTTING DATA AND CHARACTERS FOR A COMPUTING DEVICE OR CELLULAR PHONE



[0009]



FIG. 13(41) is a side elevation of a key on the



keyboard 141, shoWing that the key B141 biased away from and not depressed and therefor having its contact C141 being out of contact from the contact pad P141. Conversely, FIG.



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



[0001]



1. Field of the Invention



13(b) shoWs that the key B141 is depressed and has its contact C141 being in contact With the contact pad P141.



[0002] This application claims the bene?t of Japanese



[0010] Conventionally, three characters are assigned to each key, and can be entered by hitting each individual key



Patent Application No. 2001-104284 ?led on Apr. 3, 2001.



once, tWice or three times to choose the letter or character



This invention relates to a device and a method for inputting



data by depressing keys on a keyboard. More particularly it



desired. For example, the key B141 is hit once, tWice and three times in order to enter the characters “A”, “B” and “C”,



relates to a keyboard data inputting device With individual keys to Which a plurality different characters or input data



respectively, into the cell phone and onto the display.



are assigned for use With a cellular phone, hand held or other computer Which uses the data inputting device, and a to a



tionally used for entering characters on the cellular phone



method of inputting characters for such electornic devices attached to the keyboard inputting device.



[0003]



2. Prior Art



[0004]



With ever Widening use and popularity of commu



nication netWorks such as Internet, an ever increasing num



ber of users enjoy communication network services like the World Wide Web and and e-rnail services. Recently, cellular



[0011]



FIG. 14 shoWs the sequence and method conven



1041. The user hits one of the keys on the keyboard 141 in a



?rst step. The key depression detector detects a depressed



key and the number of key depressions (step S2). The logic value generator produces a logic value in accordance With



the number of key depressions (step S3). A converter of the cellular phone 1041 converts the produced logic value into a



character, Which is shoWn on the display 341 (step S4). [0012] The key depression detector detects communica



phones With data inputting functions have been extensively



tion of the contact and the contact pad and the number of key



used for transmission and reception of data and messages



operations by periodically scanning a potential Which varies



over such netWorks in addition to information processing terminals as personal information managers and hand held



cornputers. [0005] Atypical cellular phone is shoWn in FIG. 11, of the accompanying draWings, Which features a front elevation of a conventional cellular phone 1041. The cellular phone 1041 comprises a keyboard 141 and a visual display 341 on its front surface, and a key depression detector and a logic value generator (both of Which are housed therein and not shoWn)



cornrnunicating betWeen the keyboard 141 and the display 341. In use on a netWork or When gaining access to a Web site or



sending an e-rnail, a user hits keys on the keyboard 141 in order to enter data, Which is then translated according to the



key hit by the logic value generator and indicated on the



display 341. [0006] Conventionally, a plurality of keys is arranged on the keyboard 141 also shoWn in FIG. 12(41). Speci?cally, nine keys B141 to B941 are present on the keyboard 141. In using the keyboard 141 to enter data to the cell phone, the user can enter



by a total hitting of 27thecharacters, appropriate i.e.,keys. alphabets Each Akey to Z, corresponds and a dot to three characters, Which are engraved thereon. For instance, the key B141 corresponds to “A”, “B” and “C”.



[0007] A printed circuit board is housed in the cellular phone 1041 and is positioned on the rear surface of the keyboard 141. Contact pads P141 to P941 are arranged on the printed circuit board 241. The keys B141 to B941 are positioned



for registered engagement with the contact pads P141 to P941 on one-to-one basis, for example, the contact pads P141 to P941 are positioned in line and to the rear of the keys B141 to



B941, respectively. [0008]



The keys B141 to B941 have individual contacts C141



to C941 on their rear surfaces facing the printed circuit board 241. The contacts C141 to C941 are substantially in parallel and in line With the contact pads P141 to P941. When each



individual key is depressed, each contact touches each contact pad on the printed circuit board 241.



each time a certain contact is touched to or detached from a



certain contact pad. [0013] Referring to FIG. 15(41), a potential V141 varies each time the contact C141 is touched to or detached from the



contact pad P141. The potential V141 is VH When the contact C141 is away from the contact pad P141, When the key B141 is not depressed. Further, the potential V141 is VL When the contact C141 is depressed and communicates With the contact



pad P141, When the key B141 is depressed. The potential V141 is scanned at times Tn-1, Tn and Tn+1. There is the relation of Tn+1—Tn=Tn—Tn-1. When the contact C141 is touched to the contact pad P141 at the time T1 and is detached therefrorn



at the time T2, the key B141 rernains depressed from the time T1 till the time T2.



[0014] FIG. 15(b) is a graph shoWing variations of the



potential V141 scanned by the key depression detector, Which electrically communicates with and Which detects that the key B141 is operated once. When the key B141 is repeatedly depressed, the potential V141 varies from VH to VL to VH in



accordance With the number of key depressions, Which enables the key depression detector to detect the number of



key depressions. The key depression detector resets the number of key depressions back to Zero When the user hits an additional key on the keyboard 141 (such as an Enter key) in order to approve and enter the character corresponding to



the logic value. Thereafter, the key depression detector detects one key depression for another neW character When



the same key is depressed. [0015] HoWever, since cellular phones are developing to be more compact, and a contact pad must be proportionally cornpact, this can inevitably lead to a reduction in the number of keys. As a result, each key should be able to be used to enter a plurality of different characters; for example, the key Would be hit a plurality of times by a user in order to enter one desired character. Consequently, it takes more time to enter the user-desired characters.



[0016] The device herein disclosed is contemplated in order to overcome the foregoing problems of prior art, and
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provides a data inputting device for entering one character of data by hitting a key once to enter a plurality of different characters and data. Consequently, a cellular phone Which uses the data inputting device, and a method of inputting characters for the cellular phone herein described and dis



keypad Which folloWs the steps of depressing a key on the



closed Will more easily be able to enter the characters and



least one corresponding contact pad. Then, a logic value generator in communication With the depression detector produces a log value for a character from a library of individual log values assigned to the keys and Which Was



other data required for both dialing the phone as Well as



sending messages and entering data. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



[0017] Applicant’s device and method yield an improved component and method of entering characters and data using a keypad Which interfaces With a cellular phone or similar



computing device With minimum area useable for the key pad due to its small siZe. [0018] According to a ?rst embodiment of the disclosed device, there is provided a data inputting device in the form of a keyboard. The keyboard features a plurality of keys biased upWard and tiltable and With a plurality of individual contacts attached to the rear of the keys. In position for registered communication With the plurality of contacts on the individual keys are a plurality of contact pads each of Which corresponds to each key and comes into contact With each contact positioned on the rear of that individual key. A



key depression detector detects key depression When a key is depressed once and at least one contact thereof is touched



to at least one corresponding contact pad. Communicating



data inputting device Which in this case is a keypad. Then a



depression detector in communication With the contact pads detects a key depression When the key is depressed and at least one contact located on that key communicates to at



assigned to the depressed key and connecting contact and contact pad. NeXt, from a library of data corresponding to



individual log values, the logic value generator inputs data corresponding to the log value generated by the depressed key. Finally, the inputted character is displayed on the data display of the cellular phone or small computing device. [0022] It is an object of this invention to provide a keypad that While small in dimension, alloWs the user to easily input a plurality of characters or other data using only one stroke of one key.



[0023] Another objective of this invention is to provide such a device that Will alloW the user quicker input of data to a cellular phone or small computer by minimiZing the number of keys and strokes needed to enter data.



[0024] An additional objective of this invention is to provide a method of detecting keystrokes on keys With a



plurality of possible entries and determining the desired



With the key depression detector is a logic value generator



character of the user to be entered into the connected device.



Which produces a logic value on the basis of the one or



[0025] Further objectives of this invention Will be brought out in the folloWing part of the speci?cation, Wherein detailed description is for the purpose of fully disclosing the invention Without placing limitations thereon.



plurality of contacts brought into contact With the registered contact pads, Wherein data corresponding to the logic value is inputted to the cell phone or small computing device. [0019] In a second embodiment of the disclosed device, there is provided a keyboard for a cellular phone or similar small computing device With limited space. This second embodiment provides a data inputting device featuring a plurality of keys. Each such key has a plurality of contacts attached at the rear surface of each key. Positioned for registered engagement With each such contact on the keys is a plurality of contact pads each of Which corresponds to each key and comes into contact With each contact on the key



respectively. During use., a key depression detector detects a key depression When a key is depressed once and at least one contact thereof is touched to at least one contact pad.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[0026] FIG. 1(a) is a front elevation of a key pad of a cellular phone used as a data inputting device according to the invention.



[0027] board.



FIG. 1(b) is a front elevation of a printed circuit



[0028] FIG. 2(a) is a side elevation of a plurality of contacts on the back side of the biased keys corresponding to contact pads on a printed circuit board, shoWing the key in an undepressed state.



The logic value generator Which is in communication With the contact pads produces a logic value on the basis of Which and hoW many of the contact pads are brought into contact



[0029] FIG. 2(b) is similar to FIG. 2(a), shoWing that the key is depressed and rotated to one side thereof by pressing



With contacts on the individual key, Wherein data corre



on a side edge of the key.



sponding to the logic value are inputted to the cellular phone or hand-held computer.



[0020] In another preferred embodiment of the device,



[0030] FIG. 2(c) is similar to FIG. 2(a), shoWing that the key is depressed at the center thereof.



there is provided a method of inputting data to a cellular



[0031] FIG. 3(a) shoWs potentials generated betWeen



phone or small computer from the depression of individual keys. First, a key depression is detected a key is depressed



from communication betWeen a contact and a contact pad on



the printed circuit board When the key is depressed at its left



and at least one contact thereof is touched to at least one



side.



corresponding contact pad. Second, a logic value is pro



[0032] FIG. 3(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials.



duced for any one of three characters assigned to the



depressed key, Whereby data corresponding to the logic



[0033]



value is inputted.



display of the cellular phone.



[0021] In another preferred embodiment of the disclosed device, there is provided a method of inputting characters to



[0034] FIG. 4(a) shoWs potentials generated betWeen the



a cellular phone or other device With limited space for a



right side.



FIG. 3(c) shoWs an eXample of data indicated on a



contact and the contact pad When the key is depressed at its
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[0035] FIG. 4(b) is a graph showing scanned potentials. [0036]



FIG. 4(c) shows an example of data indicated on



the display of the cellular phone.



[0037] FIG. 5(a) shoWs potentials generated betWeen a



a cellular phone in order to enter characters. The cellular



phone is also provided With a data display. HoWever, those skilled in the art Will realiZe that other miniature computing and electronic devices requiring text and data input could bene?t from the disclosed device and method herein and



center.



such is anticipated. [0059] The data inputting device comprises a keyboard 1,



[0038] FIG. 5(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials.



contact pads provided on a printed circuit board 2 and



[0039]



detector, and a logic value generator. All the keys are biased aWay from the contact pads on the printed circuit board 2 using a biasing means such as a spring or having the keys attached to a ?exible membrane (not shoWn). The keys are also tiltable in this biased engagement and this enables the keys to tilt to a number of positions When depressed on the left, right, center, top, or bottom.



contact and a contact pad When the key is depressed at its



FIG. 5(c) shoWs an example of data indicated on



the display of the cellular phone. [0040]



FIG. 6(a) shoWs potentials betWeen a contact and



a contact pad in a ?rst example in Which no key depression is detected.



[0041] FIG. 6(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials. [0042]



FIG. 7(a) shoWs potentials betWeen a contact and



corresponding to keys on the keyboard 1, a key depression



[0060] Referring to FIG. 1(a), the keyboard 1 in the



a contact pad in a second example in Which no key depres sion is detected.



keyboard forms, includes nine keys B1 to B9, each of Which



[0043]



FIG. 7(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials.



corresponds to three characters. Speci?cally, a total of 27



[0044]



FIG. 8(a) shoWs potentials betWeen a contact and



nine keys. The characters corresponding to the individual keys are generally engraved on the keys B1 to B9. For instance, the key B1 carries characters “A”, “B” and “C” from left to right engraved on its surface. [0061] FIG. 1(b) shoWs the printed circuit board 2 Which



a contact pad in a third example in Which no key depression is detected.



[0045] FIG. 8(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials. [0046]



FIG. 9(a) shoWs potentials betWeen a contact and



a contact pad in a fourth example in Which no key depression is detected.



[0047] FIG. 9(b) is a graph shoWing scanned potentials. [0048] FIG. 10(a) is a bottom plan vieW of a key having three contacts on a rear face.



[0049] FIG. 10(b) is a bottom plan vieW of another key having four contacts on a rear face.



[0050] FIG. 11 is a front elevation of a cellular phone having a data inputting device of the related art.



[0051] FIG. 12(a) is a front elevation of a contact pad of the cellular phone of FIG. 11.



[0052] FIG. 12(b) is a front elevation of a printed circuit board of the cellular phone of FIG. 11.



[0053] FIG. 13(a) is a side elevation shoWing the state in Which a key is not depressed. [0054]



FIG. 13(b) is a side elevation shoWing the state in



current best mode and to correspond to familiar existing



characters “A” to “Z” and a dot



can be entered using these



is attached to a rear surface of the keyboard 1 and includes a total of 18 contact pads P1-1 to P9-2. Each of the keys B1 to B9 has tWo contacts C1-1 and C1-2 as shoWn in FIG. 2A



on a rear side of the key facing the printed circuit board 2. The keys and keyboard 1 and the printed circuit board 2 are arranged substantially in parallel With each other and a suf?cient distance apart such that they are out of contact With each other When no key is depressed and they are in communication With each other When a key is depressed. The keys are biased aWay from the printed circuit board 2 by conventional means to bias the keys such as a spring or



being attached to a ?exible membrane (not shoWn). [0062] The key B1 is in the resting state as shoWn in FIG. 2(a) When it is not depressed, and is in a contact state as



shoWn FIGS. 2(b) and 2(c) When it is depressed by the user suf?ciently to overcome the bias aWay from the printed circuit board 2. As shoWn, the rear face of the key B1 has a



plurality of contacts spaced apart and mounted thereon. When the key B1 is depressed at its left side (Where the character “A” is present), i.e., a contact C1-1 of the key B1



Which the key is depressed.



is touched to the contact pad P1-1 as shoWn in FIG. 2(b) and Would generate an “A”. When the key B1 is depressed at its



[0055]



center, the contacts C1-1 and C1-2 are both touched to the contact pads P1-1 and P1-2 and Would generate a different



FIG. 14 is a ?oWchart shoWing the sequence for



inputting characters using the data inputting unit of the related art.



[0056] FIG. 15(a) shoWs a potential Which is generated



letter, that being “B”. Although not shoWn, When the key B1 is depressed at its right side (Where the character “C” is



pad on a printed circuit board.



present), only the contact C1-2 is touched to the contact pad P1-2 thereby generating the letter “C”.



[0057] FIG. 15(b) is a graph shoWing the scanned poten



[0063] In operation, data is inputted to the cellular phone



each time a contact is touched to or detached from a contact



tial. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



[0058] The invention Will be described hereinafter With reference to the draWing ?gures. It is assumed here that a data inputting device of the disclosed invention is applied to



or other connected device by depressing keys as described With respect to the data inputting in the related art shoWn in FIG. 14. The key depression resulting in a left-hand contact of only one contact and one contact pad, or a dual contact of both contacts and both contact pads, or a right-hand contact



of only the other contact and other contact pad is detected in order to produce a logic value as folloWs, Which differs from that of the related art.
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[0064] The key depression detector, Which is in electrical communication With the contact pads Pl-l and P1-2, peri



[0070] Referring to FIG. 3(b), since the same potential is scanned at the times Tn and Tn+1, the key depression



odically scans potentials Which vary each time contacts are touched to or detached from contact pads on the printed



contact pad Pl-l. The logic value generator produces a logic



circuit board 2. The depression detector detects the key



detector detects that the contact C1-1 is touched to the



over a de?ned time duration. In other Words, When the same



value for “A” on the basis of the detected result. Thereafter, “A” is indicated on the display 3, and thereafter the user hits an Enter key (not shoWn) in order to enter “A” and reset the depression detector. In this case, “A” may be indicated in a character WindoW 4 of the display 3 in order that the user con?rms the entered character.



result is obtained in these steps, the key depression detector detects the key depression. Conversely, if scanned results are



[0071] The character “C” is inputted by depressing the key



depression on the basis of variations of the potentials at the



contact pads p1-1 and p2-1. Speci?cally, the key depression detector detects the key depression on the basis of variations of the potentials Which are scanned in tWo successive steps



not equal, a third step is carried out in order to scan the



potentials. The result of the third scanning step is compared With that of the second scanning step. Thereafter, results of every tWo successive steps are repeatedly compared in order



to con?rm each key depression. [0065] The results derived by each of the tWo steps are compared in order to prevent inaccurate data from being



inputted by depressing Wrong keys. According to the inven tion, each key is provided With at least tWo contacts C1-1 and C2-2 on a rear face, so that the logic values are



generated on the basis of touching of the keys With the contact pads. Therefore, When the keys are small, Wrong data may be inputted by depressing a very small key at a Wrong part thereof. [0066] Assuming for the sake of eXample that the user Wishes to enter the letter “A” and is going to depress the key B1 in order to enter “A”. HoWever, if the user happens to



depress the key B1 at the center thereof, the contacts Cl-l and C1-2 are touched to the contact pads Pl-l and P1-2.



Thereafter, if the user depresses the key B1 at the left side thereof, the contact C1-1 is touched to the contact pad Pl-l. In this state, logic values Will be produced in response to the tWo key depressions, and a “B” and “A” Will be entered. [0067] If the user is going to depress the key B1 in order to enter “B” but happens to depress it at the right side thereof, the contact C1-2 is touched to the contact pad P1-2. Thereafter, even if the key B1 is re-depressed at the center



B1 at the right side thereof. Referring to FIG. 4(a), it is assumed that the key B1 is depressed at the time Tn and released at the time Tn+1, as described above. Since the



same potential is scanned at the times Tn and Tn+1, the key depression detector judges that the contact C1-2 is touched to the contact pad P1-2, as shoWn in FIG. 4(b). The logic value generator produces a logic value for “C”, so that “C” is indicated on the display 3. The user enters “C” by



depressing the Enter key Which again resets the depression detector. As shoWn in FIG. 4(c), “C” may be indicated in the character WindoW 4.



[0072] The key B1 Will be depressed at the center thereof in order to input “B”. Referring to FIG. 5(a), it is assumed that the contact C1-1 and the contact pad Pl-l are touched to each other at the time T1 and are released from each other



at the time T3, and that the contact C1-2 and the contact pad P1-2 are touched to each other at the time T2 and are released from each other at the time T4. Since the same



potential is scanned at the times Tn and Tn+1, the key depression detector judges that the contact C1-1 is touched to the contact pad Pl-l and the contact C1-2 is touched to



the contact pad P1-2, as shoWn in FIG. 5(b). The logic value generator in reaction to the scan produces a logic value for “B”, so that “B” is indicated on the display 3. The user enters



“B” by depressing the Enter key Which Will reset the depression detector. As shoWn in FIG. 5(c), “B” may be indicated in the character WindoW 4.



thereof, the contacts C1-1 and C1-2 are touched to the



[0073]



contact pads Pl-l and P1-2. In this state, logic values Will be produced in response to the tWo key depressions, and “C” and “B” Will be entered.



entered by the Enter key, or may be automatically entered after the lapse of a predetermined period of time. In other



[0068] The folloWing describe hoW the key depression is detected on the basis of the results obtained by the tWo



The characters indicated on the display 3 are



Words, the user can correct an inputted character by re



depressing the same key Within the predetermined period of time and before the enter key is pressed.



scanning steps, With reference to FIG. 3(a) to FIG. 9(b). In these draWing ?gures, Vl-l represents a potential produced



[0074] As described above, the key depression detector



betWeen the contact C1-1 and the contact pad Pl-l, and V1-2 represents a potential produced betWeen the contact C1-2 and the contact pad P1-2. VH represents a potential



Vl-l or the potential V1-2 is scanned or even When both of



Which is present When no contact is touched to a contact pad, and VL represents a potential produced When at least a contact is touched to at least a contact pad. Further, Tn-l,



detects the key depression on the basis of the potentials scanned tWice. Therefore, even When either the potential



these potentials are scanned, the key depression detector does not recogniZe the key depression until the scanned results are the same over the determined time duration.



Tn, Tn+1 and Tn+2 represent times at Which the key depression detector scans the potentials Vl-l and V1-2 (i.e.,



[0075] When the key B1 is depressed once, the key depression detector recogniZes the inputted character



Tn+2-Tn+1=Tn+1—Tn=Tn-Tn—1).



depending upon Whether one or both of the contacts C1-1



[0069] The character “A” is inputted by depressing the key



Pl-l and P1-2. The logic value generator produces the logic value for the inputted character. Therefore, each character can be selectively entered by depressing any key once, Which is effective in accelerating the character inputting.



B1 at the left side thereof, as described hereinafter. Referring to FIG. 3(a), it is assumed that the key B1 is depressed at the time T1 and is released at the time T2. (In an actual case,



the potentials are unstable immediately after the depression or release of the key. In the present invention, the potential variations become stable at the times T1 and T2.)



and C1-2 is or are touched to one or both the contact pads



[0076] Since the key depression is detected on the basis of the potentials scanned at a plurality of different times When
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the contacts are touched to the contact pads, it is possible to prevent erroneous inputting of characters. This is further



effective in accelerating the character inputting. Alterna tively, the potentials may be scanned and compared at three



set forth. It should be understood that such substitutions, modi?cations, and variations may be made by those skilled in the art Without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Consequently, all such modi?cations and varia



or more times should that be desirable.



tions are included Within the scope of the invention as



[0077] When scanning intervals are shortened, the time for detecting the detection of key depression Will be also shortened. HoWever, if the key is depressed at a Wrong



de?ned herein.



position, the key depression may be detected before the key



What is claimed is: 1. A data inputting device for use in combination With a



is re-depressed at a correct position. On the other hand, the



device requiring data input comprising:



longer the scanning intervals, the longer it takes to detect the key depression. In other Words, it takes time to input characters. In such a case, even When a key is depressed at a Wrong position, it can be depressed again at a desired



position before the key depression is detected by the



a plurality of keys; said keys having a static position and a depressed



position;



completion of the second scan during the de?ned time



a plurality of contacts attached to each of said keys;



period.



a plurality of contact pads, each of said contact pads



[0078] The scanning intervals affect time periods to input characters. Experiments Were performed using cellular phones having data inputting units of the present invention, With a scanning interval set to 0.1 second. The key depres



sions have been accurately detected during the experiments. [0079] Each of the contact pads of the experimental cel lular phones had a diameter of 2.0 mm Which is smaller than a diameter (approximately 2.5 mm) of a contact pad of a



cellular phone of the related art. Each key of the experi



corresponding to one of said plurality of contacts on



each of said keys and communicates thereWith When



said key is in said depressed position; a key depression detector communicating With each of said plurality of contact pads and detecting a key depression When one of said keys is moved to said depressed position once and at least one contact of said key is touched to at least one contact pad; and



a logic value generator communicating With said key



mental cellular phones Was as large as that of the cellular phone of the related art, and Was provided With tWo contact



depression detector and producing a logic value on the basis of a speci?c contact from said plurality of con



pads. In other Words, a contact pad of each experimental



tacts brought into communication With a corresponding contact pad, Wherein data corresponding to the logic value is inputted to said device requiring data input. 2. The data inputting device of claim 1, Wherein each key is provided With tWo contacts, and is depressed to input any one of three characters assigned thereto depending upon



cellular phone Was as large as that of the related art, and tWo



contact pads Were provided for each key.



[0080] According to the ?rst preferred embodiment of the invention, each key has tWo contacts. Alternatively, each key may have three or more contacts on a rear face. FIG. 10(a)



shoWs a key B30 provided With three contacts C31, C32 and C33 While FIG. 10(b) shoWs a key B40 having four contacts



C41, C42, C43 and C44. [0081] When the key B30 is used, the contacts C31, C32 and C33 are touched to contact pads in seven combinations



depending upon What part or parts of the key B30 is or are



depressed; only the contact C31; only the contact C32; only the contact C33; the contacts C31 and C32; the contacts C31 and C33; the contact C32 and C33; and the contacts C31, C32 and C33. In other Words, one of seven pieces of data can



Whether both or one of said contacts communicates With a



corresponding contact pad. 3. The data inputting device of claim 1 or 2, Wherein the



key depression detector detects the key depression by com paring results obtained by repeatedly observing the contact ing of the plurality of contacts With the plurality of contact



pads. 4. A cellular phone provided With a data inputting device



Which comprises: a plurality of keys;



be inputted by depressing the key B30 once. Further, one of nine different individual pieces of data can be inputted by depressing the key B40 only once.



said keys having a static position and a depressed



[0082] As noted, the data inputting device and method



a plurality of contacts attached to each of said plurality of



herein is applicable to not only a cellular phone but also to other devices such as a keyboard of a personal computer or a remote controller of an electric appliance such as a television set or an air-conditioner Which are used in order



to input data assigned to each key. Such is anticipated. [0083]



Further, While all of the fundamental characteris



tics and features of this invention have been described herein, With reference to particular embodiments thereof, a



latitude of modi?cation, various changes and substitutions are intended in the foregoing disclosure and it Will be apparent that in some instance, some features of the inven tion Will be employed Without a corresponding use of other features Without departing from the scope of the invention as



position; keys; a plurality of contact pads each of Which corresponds to one of said plurality of contacts attached to each key and and communicates there With When said key is in



said depressed position; a key depression detector detecting a key depression When a key is depressed once and at least a contact thereof is touched to at least a contact pad; and



a logic value generator producing a logic value on the basis of the contact pad brought into contact With the



contact, Wherein data corresponding to the logic value



is inputted.
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